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• The founders of the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics had a vision: to build a 

profession they believed would change the course of nutrition and health.

• During World War I, nutrition began to gain momentum as a field of science 

separate from medicine and nursing. Food scarcity in the U.S. and in Europe, 

and the resulting necessary food conservation efforts, brought the public’s 

nutritional status into the national spotlight.

• The Academy’s first members shared a belief that helping people eat well would 

help solve a range of the country’s most pressing problems, from fighting disease 

and preparing soldiers for war to combatting poverty and strengthening the 

economy.
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• The field of nutrition has changed over the last century, and, as a profession, we 

are evolving to meet these needs, in clinical care, home health care, foodservice, 

community programs, prevention, communications, agriculture, business, 
research, education and private practice.

• Our seal, adopted in 1940, built on the “benefit as many as possible” mentality. It 

symbolizes three important elements of the profession: a balance scale 

(science); a caduceus (link to medicine); and a cooking vessel (food preparation).

• What was true at the start is still true today — food and nutrition have amazing 

power as a tool of economic and social transformation.
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• As the Academy’s 100th anniversary approaches, the Academy Board of 

Directors directed a small committee of members and staff to explore a new 

vision for the Academy’s Second Century — one that would not only elevate the 
profession and expand our reach, but do more to improve health around the 

world.

• The Academy’s executive team designed a strategic process for achieving this 

new vision, which has been enthusiastically embraced by the Academy BOD.

• And, we need your counsel and guidance. As members and leaders of major 

organization units, you provide the leadership that will kick off our Second 

Century, and your contributions — whether financial or through volunteering —

will be vital to bringing this vision to life.

• Since 1966, when it was established as the only charitable organization devoted 

exclusively to promoting nutrition and dietetics, the Foundation continues to be 

solely supported by donations which provide the vehicle for members to fund 

initiatives benefitting the health of the public.

• Now, as we prepare for the future of the next century, funding from members and 

external stakeholders will continue to be critical to support both the innovative 

projects that emerge, along with the current initiatives of the Foundation to 

provide support for scholarships, research and public education, yet in a broader, 
more effective and global way.
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• Since the Academy was founded, we have seen food and health systems evolve 

and become more global and complex. The ability to feed people and feed them 

well is a challenge we feel in our homes, our schools, our communities, our 
nation and around the world. The growing global population, dual burden of 

under-nutrition and obesity and ballooning rates of chronic disease all come with 

exorbitant costs.

• As daunting as these challenges are, they present unprecedented opportunities 
for innovation and collaboration between nutrition professionals and other 

leaders, throughout food, wellness and health systems, as well as across 

disciplines.
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• There is global momentum for collaborative solutions in food and nutrition – for all 

people, whoever they are and wherever they live.

• In the last five years, the Scaling Up Nutrition (SUN) Movement has brought 

together governments, civil society, the United Nations, donors, businesses and 

researchers in a collective effort to improve nutrition globally.

• Last year, the Sustainable Development Goals were launched, with 17 
transformative targets for all countries to work toward. Food and nutrition is at the 

top of the agenda – goal number 2 calls for an end to “all forms of malnutrition.”

• In April, the United Nations and the World Health Organization declared that the 

next 10 years will be the “Decade of Action on Nutrition,” calling for intensified 
action to eradicate malnutrition worldwide and ensure universal access to 

healthier and more sustainable diets.
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• The type of change needed to solve our century’s greatest nutrition challenges 

can only happen when leaders across the food, health care and wellness 

spectrum work together.

• The Academy must find ways to connect our strengths – starting with gold-

standard food and nutrition expertise – with other leaders and organizations to 

contribute to a more comprehensive approach to good nutrition.

• This also requires us to take a fresh look at everything from credentialing to 

practice to education in order to recalibrate for this new set of challenges.

• We have often said that we want the Academy to be “at the table” in both local 

and global discussions about nutrition. We know our members have the talent 
and passion to make a difference – now is the time to look at where we can make 

a difference, and chart the course we want for our profession.
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• We are planning a collaborative, creative and deliberate process for developing 

our Second Century vision, and we will invite members to participate every step 

of the way.

• Vision Year (2016):

• -The Academy and the Foundation are looking internally and externally for 

future opportunities where the nutrition profession can have significant 

influence and impact. This includes meaningful input already gathered 
from the Board of Directors and House of Delegates.

• -We will convene a summit in September based on the Appreciative

Inquiry method, which seeks to build collaboration across food, wellness 

and health care systems. At the summit, we will strategize with Academy 

members and leaders, along with thought leaders across many fields and 
industries, to shape a potential strategic vision and start to identify 

innovative projects and partnerships to put this new vision into action.

• -At FNCE 2016, we will unveil a proposed Second Century vision for 

member feedback and launch a Second Century member fundraising 

campaign to support this new bold vision and the innovative projects that 
will expand and build upon the Foundation’s current programs and 

priorities that advance our profession.

• Mission Year (2017):

• -The Board of Directors will commemorate our 100th anniversary by 
endorsing the Second Century vision and advancing strategic 

recommendations for the Academy to bring it to life.

• -The Academy and the Foundation will plan “innovation projects” related 

to the vision and seek partners for funding and implementation.

• -At FNCE 2017, we will publicly unveil the Second Century vision and 
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• The Academy has shown its commitment to the future of our profession by 

undertaking the development of our Second Century vision. It is our hope that 

Academy members will also commit to the future and be inspired by the new and 
innovative projects that come out of this planning process.

• We want the whole Academy to be part of shaping our future and are 

confident that this process will get us there.

• This experience will teach us all to stretch in new ways. We will ask you to be 

open to change, welcome different ideas and ways of thinking, and bring your 
personal passion, energy and commitment to the profession and its impact.

• As a member leader, we will call on you to help make sure members understand 

why we are undertaking this process, how it works and how the contribution of 

members is vital to the success of this new vision.

• Affiliates, DPGs and MIGs will be asked to consider donating, as well as 

challenge, motivate and encourage their memberships to do the same. As 

members, we must lead the way and be the first to show our financial 

commitment to the Second Century. Please join your fellow Academy leaders and 
contribute to the Second Century through the Foundation.
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• We are sincerely committed to this journey and hope you will be too. We will look 

back in a few years and we will know we were part of something transformational 

— the legacy of our future.

• We are excited to get started and will continue to share information as we 

continue in the process.
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